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LHC phase 2
High Luminosity-LHC:
I Will begin after Long Shutdown 3: 2023
I Luminosity increase: number of pp interactions per bunch
crossing 25 → 140-200
I Some sub-detectors will require substitution because of
radiation damage
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CMS phase 2

I
I
I
I

Full tracker replacement with longer barrel
ECAL endcap replacement with fine granularity
New muon stations in the end-caps
Nearly the entire Front-End electronics will need replacement.
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High Granularity Calorimeter
Endcap calorimeter:
I 12 petals
I 29 layers ”cassette” each
Sampling calorimeter:
I

I

Active: Silicon pad device
1cm2
Absorber:
I
I

Cu-W Baseplates
Cu cooling plates

Physics parameter:
I

Radiation lengths: 25.1 X0

I

Size: 3.4m, 73cm width

I

Moliere Radius: 35mm
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HGC data volume
I
I
I
I

How much data to expect:
44200 silicon pads
6.8 M channel
140 PU @ 13TeV
100000 Hits per endcap above noise per bunch crossing
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Reconstruction
ElectroMagnetic vs Hadronic showers:
I

Particles interacting with the calorimeter undergoes a chain
interaction: shower

I

EM interacting particles produce tightly bound showers

I

Hadrons produce diffuse showers

One algorithm to rule them all:
I

Span both regimes

I

Gives good energy
containment

I

Reproduce shower property
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Arbor algorithm
Arbor: showers share same topology of trees.
I

Original idea developed in Aleph

I

Reconstruct the showers from the ”branches” to the ”root”

The procedure:
I Hits → connector set
I
I
I

Create all possible connectors
Clean: One connector end per Hit
Iterate: Change threshold, create connectors, repeat

I

Connector → branch

I

Branch → tree

The challenge: Do the above for 100000 Hits per event
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Nearest Neighbor search
To create Arbor connectors find the Nearest Neighbors of each
point in a given search radius. Methods:
I ”Naive”: for each point evaluate the distance between all the
others. Time O(n2 )
I

Data structures: divide the volume multiple times to exclude
large chunks of space.
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kd-tree
A k-dimensional binary data tree.
Build a 2d-tree:

The result is a balanced tree where each node in a given layer has
the same amount of points.
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Search the kd-tree
Search a point in a kd-tree:
I Start from the root
I Check in which of the children nodes the searched point
resides
I Enter that node and search its child
I Repeat until the leaf containing the point is found
Find the NN in a given search box:
I From the leaf containing the point to search the NN for
I Climb up the tree until the smallest node containing the
search box
I Consider all the points in the leaves children of that node
I Find the NN comparing all the distances
Search time O(log(n))
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Boost the kd-tree
Graphics Processing Units (GPU) proved themselves as generally
good data accelerator other than graphical.
Pros:
I

Thousands of core per chip

I

Price per core << CPU

I

Power per core << CPU

I

Great support and R&D from manufacturers

Cons:
I

Cards are devices connected through ”slow” bus

I

Complicated memory hierarchy

I

Streamer cores require SIMD

I

Specialized programming language
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GPU architecture
Parallel programming:
Nvidia Kepler GPU

I

One thread per core

I

Threads grouped in
”blocks”

Memory architecture:
Global memory
I

Slow and big (∼Gb)
memory

I

Interface for data between
CPU and GPU

Shared memory
I

Shared between threads in
a block (48Kb)

Register
I

Private thread memory
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Kd-tree on GPU

Three important steps:
I

Build the tree for the given points

I

Save the tree (the nodes array) in the GPU global memory

I

Perform the search for all the points

Each step needs the comparison between GPU and CPU version to
check which perform best.
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Building the kd-tree
Possible strategies:
I Simplest: sort and split the nodes on the CPU one after the
other
I

CPU parallel: same as before but sort in parallel with provided
parallel algorithms

I

GPU parallel: copy all the points on GPU global memory and
perform the sorts in parallel on the GPU
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Three technologies
Sorting large amount of points efficiently:
I

std::sort The sort algorithm from the C Standard Library.
Efficient sequential sorting algorithm.

I

tbb::parallel sort A parallel sort from Intel Threading
Building Blocks. Performs the sort parallel on cpu with
multiple cores.

I

thrust::sort from Thrust, a C++ library providing
ready-to-use GPU algorithms. The sort is executed on the
GPU with the library taking care of the memory and threading
management.
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Strategies comparison
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Best performing comparison
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Building kd-tree
Thrust provides an algorithm to perform sort which in this case
doesn’t perform well:
I

An inspection of the running code shows that for each sort 3
memory copy are performed

I

The building starts with few sorts of many point ending with
many sorts of few points

I

The performance of the parallel sorting on the GPU doesn’t
pay off the overhead due to data moving
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Building kd-tree 2
Intel’s Threading Building Blocks provides a parallel sort well
performing:
I By default runs on 32 threads
I Tweaking the number of threads doesn’t show significant
improvement
Mixing the TBB parallel sort for many points with a sequential sort
for fewer points does not increase performance:
I Intel’s TBB has very low overhead when launching threads.
Best time to build a tree for 100k points: 176 ms
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Searching THE NN

Given the initial points list used to build the tree find for each one
the Nearest Neighbor if it’s inside a search volume.
I

Easy to parallelize: each search is independent from another

I

Easy to handle memory: Once the nodes and the points are
on the device the search returns only one integer

I

Limitation 1: The NN candidates must be saved somewhere
on the device before finding the closest

I

Limitation 2: The best candidate is evaluated in a sequential
fashion inside the thread

I

Caveat: Tweak the number of threads per block to maximize
the cores occupancy
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Number of threads per block

100k points
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Comparing NN

Naive method isn’t an option at 100k hits per event.
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Comparing NN 2

GPU version gains almost factor ∼5 over CPU.
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Find ALL the NNs

Find all the Nearest Neighbors of a point in a given search volume,
similar task with few significant changes:
I

Cons: all the NNs in a volume might be many points, need to
save them in the global memory and then copy back to the
host

I

Cons: gpu global memory cannot be dynamically allocated,
need to estimate the average NNs for a point

I

Pro: no need for sequential ordering of the distances

I

Pro: can accommodate more complicate requests between
point and candidates than just ”Nearest”
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Comparing All NN

Speedup ∼[4 ÷ 16]
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Work ahead
The GPU kd-tree is ready to be tested on top of CMS simulations:
I

Perform various tests with realistic hits distributions

I

Integrate in CMS reconstruction software

I

Tweak tree parameters according to the physics

I

Study performance variation Vs event types

There are also many aspects that might be further optimized for
even better performances:
I

Study how to best store the tree in the memory to enhance
coalescing

I

Distribute close points to CUDA blocks so threads in each
block access similar areas of memory

I

Perform the build on the GPU saving the nodes on its global
memory directly
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Conclusions

GPU proved themselves to be very powerful while ”cheap”
hardware to perform scientific computing.
However the architecture model presents peculiar challenges to be
solved case by case.
While constant increase in computational power in physics
experiment doesn’t meet anymore a performance increase on the
CPUs, GPUs might be a reliable and efficient way to carry out the
most expensive tasks.
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